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NILPOTENT ELEMENTS IN BANACH ALGEBRAS

H.  BEHNCKE

Abstract. Let 51 be an /4 "-algebra such that any maximal

abelian *-subalgebra is regular and such that any quasinilpotent

element x in 91 satisfies ^=0, with N<co. Then any irreducible

Hubert space "-representation is at most N-dimensional. If 91 is a

C*-algebra, 91 possesses transcendental quasinilpotent elements if

there exists a -n e 91 with dim 7r=oo.

This note is a continuation of [1]. We want to establish an intimate

connection between the degree of noncommutativity of a Banach algebra

31 and the existence of nilpotent elements in 31. The proofs are straight-

forward extensions of the matrix situation and of methods used in [1].

Throughout all Banach algebras are complex Banach algebras with

norm | |, continuous involution * and an auxiliary norm [3] | |0 which

satisfies |xx*|0=|x|o. Such Banach algebras are called /i*-algebras [3]. In

yl*-algebras maximal abelian *-subalgebras are necessarily semisimple.

We shall further assume that all Banach algebras have a unit, because

the adjunction of a unit does not affect the proofs nor the results. A

representation 7t always denotes a ^representation on a Hubert space

HT. We say that x e 31 is «-nilpotent, with n= oo, 1, 2, • • • , if x is quasi-

nilpotent and xn=0 but x'-'^O.

We begin with a simple lemma, which is probably known.

Lemma. Let 31 be an A*-algebra such that any x=x* e 31 has a finite

spectrum with at most n points; then dim 3I^«2.

Proof. Let 33 be a maximal abelian (semisimple)*-subalgebra of 31.

Then the character space 33 of 33 has at most n elements. Hence any

x e 33 has the form x= y¡¿„ ¿¿e,, where the e{ are the minimal idempotents

of 93. The et are selfadjoint and it is easy to see that dim efäe^l.

Theorem 1. (i) Let % be an A *-algebra such that any maximal abelian

*-subalgebra is regular and such that any quasinilpotent element x in 31

satisfies x"v=0, then any irreducible representation tt of 31 is at most N

dimensional.
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(ii) Let 'ii be an A *-algebra such that any maximal abelian *-subalgebra

ofH is regular and assume 21 has an irreducible representation it of dimension

1 <A^< oo, then 21 has an N-nilpotent element.

(iii) Let % be an A *-algebra such that any irreducible representation of

21 is at most N-dimensional; then any quasinilpotent element x in 21 satisfies
a"v=0.

Proof, (i) Let -n be an irreducible representation of 21 and let 23 be a

maximal abelian *-subalgebra of 21. By p we denote the restriction of n

to 23. Then the hull h(J) [3] of 7=ker p is a closed set in 23. Assume we

can find A^-l-l distinct points tlf... , rA+1 e h(J). Then there exist disjoint

open neighborhoods Í/,- of r¿ in 23. Since 23 is regular we can find elements

at e 23 with a¿(rt)=l and á¿(f)=0 for all t $ ty with l<i<JV+l. Here *
denotes the Gelfand transform. Then aiaj=ajai=0 for iftj and a¿ ^ ker it.

Let Cx, ■ ■ ■ , cN be arbitrary in 21, then the element a—axCxa2+. . .

+aA-cvaA+1'satisfies c2V+1=0. By assumption av=a1c1Û2 ■ ■ • o%cNaN+1=0.

This holds for all possible choices of c¿. Since 7r(av+1)5¿0 there exists

a^efl, with Tr(ax+1)i=r)^0. Then by assumption

Tr(axCialc2 ■ ■ ■ a%)n(cN)r] = 0.

Keeping the cx,... , c.v_i fixed for a moment, this holds for all cN.

However since tr is irreducible the set {ir(cN)r¡\cN e 21} is dense in Hn.

Hence ^(a^ • ■ ■ aN)=0 and this holds for any (A?—l)-tuple (c1; • • •, cN_x).

Continuation of this argument finally leads to ^(^=0, a contradiction.

Hence any selfadjoint element in 7r(2t) has at most N points in its spectrum.

By the lemma we get dim tr<N.

(ii) Let TT he an irreducible representation of dimension N, and let

efi, with 1 £i,j<N, he a system of matrix units in 17(21). As in (i) we can

find elements a¿e2I such that aiaj=ajai=0 for ijtj and Tr(af)=eii.

Further let cieiT~1(ei i+1) then a=a1c1a2+- • •+fl.v-ic.v-iû.v satisfies

^=0 and

■n(aA~x) = Tr(axCiat • • ■ a%_xCN^xaN) = eu«i.«4.i ' ■ ' eNtN = eltN 5^ 0.

(iii) Assume 21 has a quasinilpotent element x with x^^O.

Then there exists an irreducible representation 77 with 77(^)7^0. Since

dim 77<N this is impossible.

For N= 1 the theorem may be stated in slightly weaker form.

Corollary. Let % be an A *-algebra with normal generators {xj such

that the abelian *-subalgebras 23¿ generated by x¿ and 1 are regular. Then

21 is commutative //T2I has no nilpotent elements.

Proof. Assume 21 has no nilpotent elements and let it be an irreducible

representation of 21. Then arguing as above we see that Sp^x,) consists of
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only one point. Hence tt(xí)=Xíí and dim tt—\. Thus 31 is commutative.

The converse is trivial, because commutative ^l*-algebras are semisimple.

The corollary applies in particular to ^-algebras of discrete groups [1].

Part (ii) of Theorem 1 can be extended to «=co for C*-algebras.

Theorem 2. Let 31 be a C*-algebra such that there is a -n e 31 with

dim 7T=oo. Then 31 has an co-nilpotent element.

Proof. Again there is no loss of generality to assume that 31 has a

unit. We assume further that 31 has no co-nilpotent elements and derive a

contradiction. Let tt g 31 be an infinite dimensional representation and

assume there is a b=b* e 77(31) such that the spectrum of b contains an

interval [a, ß] with ß>ct. Using the functional calculus of C*-algebras we

find an a=a* e7r(3l) with Spa=[0, 1]. Let ce31 be positive hermitean

with 7r(c)—a and \etfi be the function.

fit) = 0, !á-|-,
I + 1

= linear,-út =
i + 1 ~   * 3i(i + 1)

A1 ±±_ < t <   3Í + 2
¿2 3i(i + 1) ~   ~ (t + 1)¿3

.. 3¿ + 2 1
= linear,       - < t < - ,

3i(i + 1)-   - i

Then the elements ai=f(c) satisfy 0,^=0 for i^tj and TT(at)=fi(a)7¿Q.

Now let q=y_i=1 a¿cfl{+1 with c¡ e3t and |c¿|_2. Then

4k = 2 aiciaM ' ' • ci+k-xai+k

and

Wc I 1

- ¿x i\i + l)4 • • • O + kf * èx i(i + 1

Hence q is quasinilpotent for all possible choices of c¿. We shall show

now that we can find c,-e 31 such that |c¿|_2 and such that ir(qn)^Çi

for all n.

By construction of the at there exist unit vectors f¿ e HT with ir(aAl;t=

(l//2)f,. Since 77 is irreducible there exist c, e 77(31) with |c¿|_2 and

77(c¿)f¿+i=f¿ [2, 2.8.3]. Let {cA be a fixed sequence of such operators and
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assume that the corresponding q satisfies qk=0. Then

0 = -rr(qk)$k+i = Mfli ' ' ' atMCkMok+utk+i = •■■

—- —■ • • • —-£, 9e 0   a contradiction.
(k + l)2 k*      24  *

The case when every maximal abelian subalgebra 23 of 77(21) has a

totally disconnected spectrum can be treated similarly, because dim 7r= co.

This theorem is an extension of a result of Topping [4], who showed

that any antiliminal C*-algebra possesses co-nilpotent elements. Our

methods however are different and more direct. Theorem 2 shows that

any C*-algebra without oo-nilpotent elements is necessarily liminal.

This result is not optimal. To see this, let 21 be a weak direct sum of

liminal C*-algebras 2I¿, 21 = ][' ® 21,, such that any 77 e 2Í¿ satisfies dim 77<

00, but such that there exists a ^ e 21, with dim 77¿=/7i and/>¿—>-oo. Then

by Theorem 1 (ii) there exists a /?¿-nilpotent element a¡ e2I¿ with |a{|=l.

Then a=^@ at- Iji is an oo-nilpotent element. This example leads

immediately to our next theorem.

Theorem 3. Let % be a separable C*-algebra without oo-nilpotent

elements. Then there exists a positive integer N such that any quasinilpotent

element x e 21 satisfies xrv=0.

Proof, (a) By Theorem 2 we may assume 21 to be liminal. Suppose

further that 21 has irreducible representations of arbitrary high but finite

dimensions. Determine now as in [2, 4.4.4] an open set Oi<=2I with the

properties a, b and c of [2, 4.4.4]. Then there exist some positive integer nx

and a nontrivial open subset £)!<=£){ n „ 21 [2, 3.6.3] or any nontrivial

open subset of £)[ contains representations of arbitrary high dimensions.

Similarly determine an open subset D2 in 21 \„ 21. Continuing this

process we either find a sequence of nonempty open sets £>¿<=n.2I—n.21

with n¿—>-oo or 21 contains a locally compact open set D such that any

nontrivial open subset of O contains representations of arbitrary high

dimensions. In the first case let /<=2I be the ideal corresponding to

£)=U£iO¿> then y has the form J = 2' ©./,■ with ./,-=£,■ [2, 1.9.12]. Thus
by our result above J contains an co-nilpotent element. In the second case

determine an infinite family {£),} of nonempty disjoint open subsets of O.

Let /, be the ideal corresponding to £)¿. Then the proof of Theorem 2

shows that /, contains an /-nilpotent element xt with |x¿|5jj2~''. Clearly

x=y ® x¡ is oo-nilpotent.

An amusing consequence of Theorem 3 is the following result: Let

21 be a separable C*-algebra; then 2Í=„2Í iff for any singly generated sub-

algebra 23 of 21 we have 23=„23.
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